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 Accuracy of Matching between Probe-Vehicle and GIS Map 
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Abstract. Map matching is the most basic problem of integrating GPS with GIS. The efficiency and 
accuracy of matching algorithm directly influence the application of float cars. Regressive equation is 
established by the factors, such as perpendicular distance between the GPS point and the road segments, 
drive’s angle of float car, angles constructed by the post two points and the front two points. The probe-
vehicle points are located one by one through the algorithm. The matching method can resolve both the 
flutter in parallel segment and the mistake match in intersections. The method also considers the 
disadvantage of the point to line and the advantage of the line to line, and it can guarantee the speed and 
accuracy. 
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1. Introduction  
Currently, transportation information is collected by loops, super voice wave, infrared, or video detectors in 
common. The above mentioned detectors need be fixed, installed and repaired expensively, and its visible 
scope is small. The transport manage department install fixed detectors on the key segments of road and the 
important crosses in Chinese city, but the rate of crosses that have detectors is below 10 percent, owing to the 
limits of manpower, funds etc. It is the problem that the road network has many “vacuum” districts in city. 
So the obtained information far can’t satisfy the need of ITS (Intelligence Transportation System). It is 
possible to make the float car update the transport datum since the cost of the GPS equipment have been 
reduced, the GIS maps have become abundant, and the SA policy have been cancelled by USA. But the 
accurate navigate need not only the datum that obtained by float car, also the high-class precision of the 
information of position. So, how raise the precision of localizing position in city? The real-time data of GPS 
are affected by high buildings, high-framed bridges, and trees etc. Which possibly lead to the drift data. And 
the position accuracy is also affected by the complication of city network. Then the matching accuracy of the 
GPS data and the digital map become the severe problem of restricting applying the data that are obtained by 
the float car.  

2. Data pre-processing  
When the float car collect datum, the false datum and the losing datum are possible emerged owning to 
random factors such as the weak of GPS signal, the mistake of wireless deliver etc. For reducing the 
influence of the normally datum, the datum need the pre-processing that finds and rectifies the error and 
losing datum. 

2.1. Data filtering 
The purpose of data filtering is finding and deleting datum that are error or don’t satisfy the need by 
checking of validity, rationality, and consistency etc. There are two ways to filter datum in common, one is 
threshold checking, the other is basing on theory of traffic flow. 
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The threshold checking is defining the maximum and minimum, every data beyond the range is error. 
For example, the moment speed vp of GPS obtained, its threshold checking is to judge whether vp satisfy 

max0 p vv f v≤ ≤ ⋅ , 0 and maxv  are the threshold of the moment speed, vf  is the threshold’s correction 
coefficient of different type road.. 

The longitude and latitude datum collected by GPS can also be checked and filtered by the threshold 
checking, then are matched with electronic map. But the data, that can’t match to the corresponding road and 
form the obviously false vehicle traces, are unsatisfied to the actual request. 

The method of basing on transport flow’s theory carries on consolidated judgment to the false data based 
on parameters, such as flow, speed, occupancy etc. For example, the obtained data must have errors under 
the situation that the longitude and latitude of vehicle didn't change, but the instantaneous speed was high. 

There are two way to process the date that are error or unsuited. One is deleting the data, the other is 
rectifying the data. The first method is used under getting a great deal of the GPS datum that exist a little 
amount false datum, the second method is rectifying data for returning to the true or approximate value by 
the relativity(such as closing to the obtaining data, datum obtained by other float car). 

2.2. Restoring data 
For the circumstance that includes wrong or lost datum, the data can be restored by following method: 

(1) interpolation: the data will be restored by linear or nonlinear interpolation basing on adjacent datum. 
For example, the data can be restored by average value of adjacent datum, such as 

[ ( 1) ( 1)] / 2y y t y t= − + + .Among it, y is restoring datum, ( 1)y t −  and ( 1)y t +  is adjacent datum. 
(2) History data: the current data will be restored by historically adjacent data that has been obtained in 

few minute ago. 

3. Matching algorithm 
The purpose of map matching algorithm is converting the obtained point by float cars to location of relevant 
segments. Perpendicular projection is used for converting points’ coordinate in common. But the core of 
matching algorithm is determining the segment that points should be projected on. There are the difficulty of 
defining the distance and the complication of processing to compute in the method of line-to-line, it is 
important that delaying of line-to-line can’t be accepted in dynamic guidance. Though the method of point-
to-line can avoid some default of line-to-line, the error of point-to-line is higher than line-to-line. So the new 
method is designed in the paper. 

3.1. Angle  
The angle is formed by two adjacent points. Angle is defined through the reference direction, so slope is used 
to replace angle in algorithm. So the segment which the current point should be matched with is decided by 
similitude slope. 

3.2. Distance 
But angle is replaced by slope. The value of distance form point to segment is far bigger than the one of 
slope. The maximum perpendicular distance is 50m from the point to the segment been matched, when the 
data is obtained under normal circumstances (except losing signal and drift-datum). In order to avoid the 
distance directly deciding the matching segment, the distance L is adjusted as following:  
 

L
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                                                                         (1) 

Among it,  
PL is the distance that is adjusted; 
L is the distance of from GPS point to the segment been matched;  
Ds is the average or majority distance between one and other street in the studying district; 
Wp is the max GPS error in studying district.  
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3.3. Processing the parallel segments 
For considering angle information, matching accuracy and time delay, before two points and after tow points 
of the current point are considered in points’ sequence. Such as fig.1 

 

Fig. 1: Calculate angles and distances. 

Among it, P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 are GPS point sequence; L1 and L2 are segments; k and k/ are slope, d1is 
the perpendicular distance from P1 to L1. They, d2,d1

/,d2
/, d1

//,d2
//, are like to d1. P3A is the angle of P3–self 

information by GPS data. The other angle include between P3 and P1, between P3and P2, between P3 and P4, 
between P3 and P5. 

The difference between corresponding slope of four angles respectively and the slope of road are factors 
to participate calculation. For the parallel line in city road network, both slope and segments are considered. 
For example P3, if the difference between k and k/ is smaller than the threshold value, and P1 and P2 are 
matched to the same L1 segment, then P3 is also matched to the L1 segment. 

3.4. Computing formula 
The computing formula, from every point Pi to the segment L, is following: 
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Among it: 

i2i PpK
−  is the slope that is defined by Pi and Pi-2; 

LK  is the slope of the segment L; 
1ω 、 2ω 、 3ω

、 4ω and 5ω  are powers of factors; 
A is the running angle of the float car; 
ε  is the threshold value. 

For the parallel line, like P3 in fig (1), the judge formula is following: 
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Among it: 

LPi
D ′

−1  is the distance from the shadow 
′

−1iP of  Pi-1 to the segment L; 
ε ′  is the threshold value. 

3.5. Computing process 
For the sequence of point P1, P2, P3, P4……Pi-1, Pi (i is the total number of the point sequence), the computing 
process as following: 

(1) The distance from P1 to L1 is computed, and the slope of P1 P2 and P1 P3 is also computed. Then the 
slope of L1 is contrasted to the ones of P1 P2 and P1 P3 respectively. The value is substituted to formula (2), so 
the value of S comes out. Pi-1and Pi-2 do not exist when P1 is obtained, so they are omitted. 

(2) The distance from P1 to the segment in 50m scope of P1 is computed by step (1), and values of S 
come out. Then P1 should be matched to the corresponding segment of the minimum S, at the same time, the 
number of the corresponding segment is recorded. 

(3) The all value of S from P2 to the segment in 50m scope of P2 will be computed. Then P2 is matched to 
the corresponding segment of the minimum S and the number of the corresponding segment is recorded. 

(4) If the number of the segment that P1and P2 are matched is same, then whether P3 should be also 
matched to it by formula (3) at first. If P3 should be matched to the same segment of P1and P2 having been 
matched, then the number of the segment is record and P3 projected to it. If P3 shouldn’t be matched to it, 
then step (3) is repeated. 

(5) P4 is matched until Pi-2 by repeating step (4). 
(6) While Pi-1is matched, it is similar to P2. But the number of segment needn’t to record. 
(7) While Pi is matched, it is similar to P1. But the number of segment needn’t to record. 

4. Actual example 

  
（a）                                                                                 （b） 

Fig.2 points are matched in cross 

The map matching is important for dynamic guidance basing on float cars of integrating GPS and GIS. The 
result of matching is directly effect the analysis of travel time. The method is designed in the paper. it has 
merits of point-to-line and line-to-line and also considers the matching speed and accuracy. It is contrasted to 
the point-to-line by some example. 

Among Fig (2), the label point is GPS point sequence, the red point is relevantly matched points in 
segments, the line is the road. The following figure is same with in Fig (2). The Fig (2) is the result of tow 
matching methods under cross circumstance. Among fig (2), the method that is designed in paper is used in 
diagram a, the point-to-line is used in diagram b. Obviously, the point sequence aren’t effect by cross in 
diagram a, but the number (13, 14, 15, 16 ) of points are incorrectly matched to perpendicular line in diagram 
b.  

Fig (3) includes parallel road and cross. The method that is designed in paper is used in diagram a of fig 
(3). For example the No.9 point should be matched to above line by point-to-line, but the No.9 point is 
correctly matched to under line by the new method. In diagram b of fig (3), the point that are incorrectly 
matched are the No.9, No.16, No.17, No.18, No.20, No.34. So the new method can avoid jumping point 
phenomenon in parallel road.  
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（a）                                                                                 （b） 

Fig.3 the matching result under parallel road and cross 

It can be seen from the two above examples that the point-to-line has shortcoming. So the new matching 
method is design in paper. Fig (4) is the matching result of the two point-sequences in common road network. 
Among fig (4), the matching result by the new method is shown in diagram a, the matching result by the 
point-to-line is shown in diagram b. The error matching data is surrounded by the black line in diagram b.  

   
（a）                                                                      （b） 

Fig.4: the matching result of the float car’s point sequence 

It can be seen from the example and the applied effect that the new method truly solves some problems 
of the point-to-line. The slope is considered in the new method, so the matching accuracy is improved. The 
point jumping in parallel road is processed in the five continuous points by formula (3). 

5. Conclusion 
The GPS data that are obtained by the float car are integrated to GIS. The point is projected to corresponding 
segment by the new method that has some merits. At first, the calculating speed is quick by the only 50m 
scope of every GPS point. Owning to the distance between streets is far smaller in city than one in country, 
and the error of GPS equipment is smaller than 50m in normal condition. The second, the factor of distance 
and angle are all used, so the accuracy of the new method is higher than one of the point-to-line. Since the 
distance is only used in the point-to-line, and the speed of calculation is slow in the line-to-line. The third, 
the point jumping in parallel is avoided by adjacent four points. So the new method has the merit of the 
point-to-line and the line-to-line. But the new method has two points’ time delay that is character of line-to-
line. At the same time, when the interval of GPS equipment is the long period, the accuracy of the new 
method will be apparently dropped. In a word, the new method has good running speed and matching 
accuracy that is foundation of predicting for travel time and dynamic guidance. 
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